the Co-Cr layer in the perpendicular magnetic recording media, is effective for inducing a strong magnetic interaction between the main pole and the medium, thereby achieving a high signal-to-noise ratio and superior recording density characteristics [1] - [3] .
Previously the authors measured the spacing losses for perpendicular recording media with a spacer material affixed to the medium surface, and reported that the spacing loss differs from that already reported for longitudinal recording, and that the loss for 0882-4959/85/0700-0426$12.001986 IEEE 426 TJMJ850330 single-pole heads is smaller than that for ring heads [4] ,C5]. The increase in the mechanical spacing acts to weaken the magnetic coupling between the main pole and medium, and thus affects the spacing loss as well. A number of theoretical studies on read spacing losses have been conducted [6] - [9] ; in this paper, the results of detailed measurements of the spacing loss, for combinations of single-pole and ring heads with Co-Cr single-layer media and Co-Cr/Ni-Fe double-layer media, are described. In the measurements, aside from mechanically varying the spacing using spacers, losses at smaller spacings and shorter wavelengths were investigated by performing fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses of waveforms, and estimating losses from the attentuation of higher harmonics. II [3] , [6] , [10] .
In particular, the difference in the performance of ring and single-pole heads in combination with double-layer media is '. Here K, which we shall call the spacing loss coefficient, is a function of the wavelength A , as is clear from Fig. 3 . Thus by measuring the changes in harmonics in the frequency spectrum of a reproduced waveform by FFT, the spacing loss coefficient for short wavelengths may at once be determined. Further, in conducting analyses by this method using a computer, prior to FFT processing a number of reproduced waveforms are averaged, to raise the measurement accuracy. Figs. 1 through 3 [11] .
